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Opportunities don't 
happen.  
You create them

BITWAY NETWORK

Bitway is designed to address two of the biggest challenges in Bitcoin mining, 
namely simplicity and environmental concerns. 


By providing investors with equal access to a profitable mining operation, 
Bitway hopes to democratise the cryptocurrency mining space, allowing more 
people than ever before to take part in a rapidly growing new industry.


The mining operation will be performed in a truly environmentally friendly way, 
protecting our planet, while still generating a healthy return. 



BITWAY.NET

Our work is the 
presentation of our 
capabilities

At Bitway, we designed the platform to be 
universally accessible, ensuring that anybody, 
regardless of skill level or capital can participate 
in a profitable Bitcoin mining operation.


Being an all-inclusive Bitcoin mining platform, 
Bitway allows even those with limited technical 
knowledge to experience the power of 
blockchain technology first hand, and be 
rewarded for doing so!

https://bitway.net


EXPLORER.BITWAY.NET

Live mining 
Statistics

Through the Bitway explorer, users will be 
provided detailed analytics on the Bitway 

network. Here, you can follow up on the earnings, 
explore the current performance of the network 

and track the growth rate of the mining operation 
— all from any device with an internet browser!

https://explorer.bitway.net


MINING HARDWARE

Antminer 
S17  Pro

In 2019 and beyond, the only way to stay 
competitive in the mining space is through the 

deployment and maintenance of the most 
advanced mining equipment and the lowest 

electricity price available. 

Bitway uses Bitmain’s Antminer S17 Pro as the 

crux of its mining operation. Capable of 
generating more than 53TH/s of performance at a 

power draw of just over 2,000 watts, the 
Antminer S17 Pro offers market leading 

efficiency. 

Speed and power, without compromise.



MINING CONTAINER

Giving old shipping containers a new 
lease of life, and turning them into a 

cryptocurrency mining behemoth.

To help achieve optimum performance, Bitway ASIC units will be densely packing into a custom shipping container shell, 
allowing us to squeeze as many as 184 ASIC units into each 20ft container. At maximum capacity, each mining container will 
be capable of generating up to an incredible 10,580TH/s of mining performance, while it’s extreme packing and open air design 
virtually eliminates cooling and warehousing costs. 



MINING OPERATOR COMPARISON

OPERATOR Bitway Genesis Hashflare

Operation Mining network Mining contracts Cloud mining

Token Yes No No

Decentralised Yes No No

Time frame Lifetime 2 years 1 year

Hardware ASIC Mainly GPU Mainly GPU

Algorithm SHA256 Optional Optional

USD/KWH 0.06 NA NA

Monthly payout Yes No No

Transparent Yes No No
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ADVANTAGES

Lowest electricity rates

Being based in Norway, Bitway has 
access to an abundance of cheap, 
renewable energy, allowing for a 
profitable mining operation without 
sacrificing the environment.

Maximum mining efficiency

By using the most advanced mining 
hardware available, Bitway will 
ensure optimal performance per watt, 
staying ahead of the difficulty curve 
at all times.

Cold air cooling

The cold climate of Norway virtually 
eliminates cooling costs, avoiding 
the need for expensive cooling 
equipment that would otherwise 
significantly reduce profitability.

Smart contract 

Thanks to its advanced distributed 
ledger technology, Bitway (WAY) 
token holders will automatically 
receive their share of the mining 
revenue, and can withdraw their 
funds at any time. 



RENEWABLE POWER

We use 
Renewable energy

We believe that cryptocurrency mining doesn’t 
need to adversely impact the environment. To this 

end, we are committed to using only renewable 
sources of energy to power the Bitway mining 

network, leveraging Norway’s plentiful 
hydroelectric and wind power to help break down 

the negative stigma associated with 
cryptocurrency mining while still remaining highly 

profitable.   

$

The potential of renewable energy 
is immense. — Tulsi Tanti



TARGETS

15M500K
USD Softcap USD Hardcap

21M
Max supply

1-7
Stages

70%
Up to 70% bonus

Here at Bitway, we have set reasonable expectations for our investment rounds, and have a carefully 
constructed plan that will ensure the long-term viability of the project at any funding level. At the 

minimum funding level, Bitway will have sufficient resources to establish a single renewable mining 
container. Further funding will allow us to benefit from the economies of scale, reducing acquisition 
and construction costs to improve the overall yield and efficiency of Bitway, generating an improved 

return on investment for WAY holders.



MARKET CAPITALISATION

1 000 000
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$2.33
$5.00

$8.09
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Bitway market 
Capitalisation

By acquiring 0.1% of the $170b crypto market 
capitalization, Bitway would be priced at $8.09 

per token, making it one of the 50 most popular 
cryptocurrencies in operation.


With this growth, it is expected that the Bitway 
token will represent more than just a stake in the 

Bitway mining network, and will eventually 
represent both a store of value, and long-term 

investment for its holders.



DECENTRALISED MINING

Decentralised 
Mining operation

Bitway offers true decentralized ownership, with 
each Bitway token representing a fractional stake 
in the profits generated by the renewable mining 
operation. 


Unlike cloud mining operators, which offer mining 
contracts for a fixed period, Bitway token holders 
will receive payouts for as long as they own 
Bitway tokens, and this ownership can be freely 
transferred at will. 




SIMPLE PROCESS

SIGN UP FOR AN ACCOUNT

Creating an account requires only 
minimal information, and takes just 

seconds to complete. 

BUY BITWAY TOKENS

In the Bitway dashboard, users can 
easily purchase Bitway tokens using 

a variety of payment options.

SECURELY STORE YOUR TOKENS

After making your payment, you will 
be able to withdraw your tokens to 

one of the wallets from our 
recommendations.

LIVE MINING STATISTICS

Access the Bitway explorer to track 
mining performance, revenue and 

much more.

EARN MONTHLY PAYOUTS

Bitway token holders will 
automatically receive monthly 

payouts. Just sit back, and relax 
while your investment grows.



FUND DISTRIBUTION

Fund 
Distribution

Built to survive, and designed to thrive, 
Bitway’s fund distribution model will 
ensure the continuous growth and 
development of the platform. In time, this 
will allow Bitway to expand into new 
frontiers, bringing the benefits of 
cryptocurrency mining to more people 
than ever before. 

Fund

10 %
20 %

70 %

Mining
Marketing
Team

Mining

10 %
20 %

70 %

Payout
Reinvestment
Maintenance



OUR ROADMAP

Q1 2019

Q2 2019

Initial development of the Bitway 
distributed mining platform begins. 
Platform explorer and mining hub are 
already operational. 

BITWAY DEVELOPMENT

Launch of the WAY token presale. 
Investors now have the opportunity 

to acquire Bitway tokens at a 
preferred rate, with a gradually 

reducing bonus schedule.

TOKEN PRESALE 



Q3 2019

Q1 2020
The Bitway clean mining platform is 
fully operational, with several full 
mining containers generating 
revenues that are automatically 
distributed to Bitway token holders.

MINING OPERATION

WAY token IEO will be live July 1st 
and by the end of 2019, Bitway will 

be listed on several prominent 
exchange platforms, ensuring the 

long-term liquidity and growth of the 
Bitway token.

IEO



EXCHANGES



COMPANY

SARWARY ENTERPRISE AS

With expertise in digital marketing and search engine optimisation, Sarwary Enterprise AS is well-
positioned to reach a global audience with its Bitway product. Beyond this, having recently expanded its 
range of services to encompass the blockchain and cryptocurrency space, Sarwary Enterprise AS aims 

to help lead the cryptocurrency mining industry into a new chapter, with you as the author.



TESTIMONIALS

It’s a promising new cryptocurrency 
and the team involved has done an 
amazing job so far. Yes it’s new but 

that’s what makes it even better, 
investing in it now so you can have 
a profit later. Can’t wait to see what 

the team has planned next!

alex89 John

I like the idea of a cryptocurrency 
that gives you monthly returns in 

ETH just by holding it in your wallet. 
I see huge potentials in the project 
and it seem to be already working, 

keep up the great work!

_echopax

Bitway.net is a promising project. It 
offers advanced tools to its users. 

Especially, Bitway network explorer 
is fun to use. The process seems to 
be transparent and the team keeps 
the customers well updated on its 

developments. Go Bitway!

I've been following the Bitway 
project for a while and out of the 

new cryptos it is certainly the most 
promising I've seen. The explorer is 
simple, easy to navigate and clearly 

shows what you need to know to 
get started. Not only that but I 

believe it will be an amazing source 
of passive income.

FoehnFox Michael Rodrigues

Bitway is really doing a good job of 
reaching out to investors and I hope 
that we can see this coin on major 
exchanges in the future. I would 

personally consider the investment 
as your team is working very 

effectively and the potential is huge.

Suzet CG

The best and most profitable 
crowdfunded crypto mining 

network. The ultimate goal is to 
inspire and build a self-supportive, 

decentralized ecosystem.



EUROPE

Bitway 
Location

Based in Norway, a narrow country forming the 
uppermost border Europe, Bitway is perfectly 
positioned to benefit from the cool temperatures 
of the northern hemisphere. 


Besides this, with 99% of Norway’s power 
coming from renewable sources, there is 
perhaps no country that better aligns with 
Bitway’s goal of providing a truly clean 
cryptocurrency mining platform. 

Norway



CONTACT

Norway

Fredrikstad 

Østfold

support@bitway.net

https://bitway.net

Social:

instagram.com/bitway_official

facebook.com/bitway.net

twitter.com/bitway_
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RISKS AND SOLUTIONS
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As with all mining operations, there is a risk that 
profitability will diminish over time, as difficulty 
and overall hash rate increases.

Risk One

Cryptocurrency mining is widely considered to 
be harmful to the environment, owing to the 
large amount of energy needed to maintain 
operations. 

Risk Two

Loss of funds due to hacks, theft and/or 
network-based attacks.

Risk Three

By purchasing mining hardware at bulk rates 
and cutting cooling overheads, Bitway can 

ensure hardware remains profitable long-term. 

Solution One

Bitway avoids the use of environment 
damaging energy sources such as gas and 

coal. Instead using clean, renewable power to 
achieve its energy needs.

Solution Two

The Ethereum protocol allows Bitway to 
automatically distribute profits to Bitway token 

holders, without relying on potentially 
compromised third parties.

Solution Three


